Gaming SSD for PlayStation 5

Read (Max.) 7,400 MB/s
Write (Max.) 6,600 MB/s
Capacity (Max.) 1 TB / 2 TB
TBW (Max.) 2,000 TB*

Exascend Gaming SSD for PC upgrades and PlayStation®5 gaming. Read speeds up to 7,400 MB/s. Write speeds up to 6,600 MB/s. Built with PCIe® Gen4 NVMe.

PS5 ready NVMe performance Up to 2 TB high capacity Integrated heatsink 5-year warranty

Featuring top-quality 3D NAND, our Gaming SSD offers extreme performance and endurance and is backed by Exascend’s 5-year warranty.

Exascend Gaming SSD is ideal for slim laptops, PCs and PlayStation 5 consoles, reducing boot time and consuming less power than HDDs, making it a great storage upgrade as well as a boot device for embedded systems.

*Calculated based on JEDEC JESD219 client workload.